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Creation 2/2019 - pre-premiere 8 of June at Centro das Artes 
Contemporâneas, in São Miguel, Azores; premiere 19 of June, at 
Teatro Ibérico, in Lisbon | rehearsals from April until June 2019

“(...) I use to come to the window and, from behind the glass, I would 
look at the railway. However, before I could reach that sight, my eyes 
would find a weird tree - a bit shy but tenaciously alive - planted in a 
backyard nearby. This tree was scary: it was like hope in myself, or an 
even more ambitious bet: pain painfully contradictory in men. In men? 
There is in me all the virtues of trust, but I am a desperate one. I am a 
man, though. I have the capacity for love. I love my similarity to all men, 
but despair in that same love.. (...)”

Herberto Hélder in Passos em Volta



 

From the work Passos en Volta by 
Herberto Hélder we intend to think 
the history of a poet and a country 

that is part of a continent in 
extinction: Europe as we know it. It is 

also a spectacle about the theater 
and those who devote their lives to 

the poetry made through their 
bodies. Starting from the set of texts 

grouped in the author's homonymous 
work, we will include in the creative 

work, a set of other poems and 
biographical excerpts of the poet. 
The premiere will take place in the 

second quarter of 2019, followed by 
national and international roaming.

The performance of the show will be 
combined with workshops to capture 
potential actors where the 
construction of the play will be 
discussed and in part outlined. 
This creative aspect that will spread 
the study and reflection on the 
importance of the poetic work with 
the "today". Let's try to build a poetic 
studio where the work of art and its 
relations with the world will be 
addressed. The idea is to have these 
conversations put online and be part 
of the scenic building or at least 
influence it.



 

 

The importance of his work, the poetic qualities, the desire to hide and reveal through 
poetry, everything will be used for the construction of these two stages: conference 

performance and spectacle. Let us invoke several important themes for ourselves and 
question ways of doing it. Let us use the words and the words, the senses and the poetry 
that longs for the paradox of love that despairs of loving. Let us cling to the invisible in 

the most durable, permanent, because the visible is constantly changing and in fact, 
brings us neither satisfaction nor confidence. In performance conference we will use the 

inside of the words and question what binds us. In the show we go in search of the 
courage to say and make happen the living that manifests inside and out of poetry.

The trains that go to Antwerp speak 
of a strange tree, of love and its 
ability to open our hearts to men and 
that sense of diffuse despair of 
someone who fights in a closed body 
for releasing towards the light. It 
speaks of this look from the inside 
out and of its reflection again to walk 
inwards. Or maybe it's your turn, the 
inside look at the desperate walk 
out, in search of a branch to land 
such a restless and freaky bird as 
well. These train-shaped bodies are 
struggling with the god within them, 
their body in parallel lines, and the 
life that lives in the gleam of metal 
that attracts the eye and causes it to 
suffocate and to write.

The texts of Herbert Hélder are a 
pretext for the perception of a self that 

has a body that feels, that seeks God, 
love, that seeks to transcend. And lurk. 

It is a special case of biography that 
defies the moral perspective with which 

we see ourselves, with which we 
naturally and repeatedly cover our 

scars, as if the habits of life, language, 
and gestures defend us from ourselves. 

Words work here as steps around, like 
looks that make us tremble, like incisive 
rays that scare and attract. There are so 

many phrases, so many words, that to 
confront them is an old trip, a dance of 

chairs and tables of broken legs. I 
transcribe a quotation from one of these 
tales, for the theatricality it contains, an 

example of innumerable entries and 
exits.
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JOÃO GARCIA MIGUEL 

Performative Artist, Programmer and Researcher | 
Lisbon 1961 | His artistic practices are 

characterized by performative experimentalism 
and concern about the role of the artist as 
researcher and social intervener. Creation, 

research and training are the permanent basis of 
his activities. He also works as a professor at 
universities in Portugal and abroad. He writes 

performative works and essays about the creative 
act and the body. Participates in seminars about 

performance and the unconscious. Exhibits 
regularly. | Founder of the collectives:Canibalismo 
Cósmico, Zé dos Bois Gallery and OLHO - Theater 

Group. In 2003, he founded the JGM Company 
and opened in Lisbon the “Espaço do Urso e dos 

Anjos” dedicated to formation and dissemination 
of the performing arts. In 2008 he was appointed 

as Artistic Director of the Theater-Cinema of 
Torres Vedras. In 2016 he takes over the 

management of Associação Teatro Ibérico in 
Lisbon. He is an associate of the international 

advanced training center Actor's Center in Italy 
and an associate member of the IETM - Informal 
European Theater Meeting. He holds a PhD from 

FBAUL in 2017 with the thesis PERFORMANCE 
BODY AND UNCONSCIOUS. In 2008 he receives 

the FAD Sebastià Gasch Award in Spain. 

In 2014 he receives a prize for the best theatrical 
performance with the show Yerma by Federico 
Garcia Lorca by SPA - Sociedade Portuguesa de 
Autores.

COMPANHIA JOÃO GARCIA MIGUEL (CIA-JGM)
from Lisbon, Portugal creates theatre around 
societal interaction resulting from individual 
freedom, and seeks to examine how this notion 
shapes the world we live in. The search for an 
experimental poetic language is one of the most 
important features of Garcia Miguel’s work. 
Through disruption and innovation, living in a 
global environment open to influences and using 
interactive technologies, his theatre is described 
as one of the most accomplished and intelligent 
deconstructions of a classical theatre text recently 
staged. After years of exploring the complexity of 
scenic machinery Garcia Miguel started a new area 
of dramaturgical and scenography research based 
on the creation of a technology that expands the 
“phenomenal body of the actor” on stage. Its 
productions seek to shed a light on the way a 
daily exercise of individual freedoms becomes 
increasingly concomitant for freedoms shared in 
our societies.



Acting studies at the Lisbon Conservatory 
(1972/73/74) A professional actor since 

1974. He has worked as an actor, director 
and translator in more than 80 plays. He is 
the founder of four theater groups - Évora 

Cultural Center (1975), Maizum (1981), Alta 
Recreação (1984) and Teatro da Malaposta 

(1988). The first film in which he participates 
is António Campos (1978), and has since 

worked with several directors - Luis Rocha, 
Walter Salles Júnior, Ruy Guerra, João Mário 

Grilo, Joaquim Leitão, Toni Verdaguer, 
Laurence Ferreira Barbosa, Bertrand 

Tavernier , Luis Galvão Teles, José de Sá 
Caetano, João Botelho, Manuel Mozos, etc. 

In television he integrates the cast of some 
telenovelas (The Banqueira do Povo, Lobos, 
Lusitana Passion, Resistirei, Women, Double 
Game, etc.) and several series (Cluedo, 
Ballets Rose, Policias, Fever of Ouro Preto, 
Távoras , the Private Life of Salazar, etc.). It 
presents the programs "Como quem por 
porê" and "Mesa à Portuguesa". He 
participated, as responsible for the theater 
area, at the launch of the Circus School - 
Chapitô. Lecturer at the IFICT (Institute for 
Training, Research and Theater Creation) and 
at the Theater Course at the University of 
Évora.

JOÃO LAGARTO



She studied at the "Paolo Grassi School of 
Dramatic Art" and while attending school 
he worked with Italian and international 

choreographers such as Emio Greco, 
Andèe Manvielle, Luciana Melis, Franco 

Brambilla, Reinhild Hooffman, Ida Kuniaki, 
Lucinda Child, Sarah Taylor and Susanna 

Beltrami. After graduating she signed 
choreographies for several important 

theatrical and dance productions for the 
Dal Verme Theater, Venice Biennale 

Theater, Reggio Emilia Theater, Castel dei 
Mondi Festival - Andria, Bergamo Scienza, 

CRT - Teatro dell'Arte Milan. She worked 
several times with Italian director Massimo 

Navone and actor Franco Branciaroli. 

She collaborated with several artists such 
as André Manvielle, Emio Greco PC, Virgilio 
Sieni, MK, Rimas Tuminas, Carolina Boluda, 
Paz Rojo, Idoia Zabaleta, Antonio Tagliarini 
and Filipa Francisco. She worked as a 
choreographer and theater instructor for 
theatrical productions of various festivals 
and productions such as the Venice 
Biennale. In 2006, she joined - together 
with Sarah Chiarcos and Fabio Ferretti - for 
the Sanpapié dance and theater company. 
With Sanpapié Lara Guidetti signed 
choreographies for many shows and 
performances that were presented, visited 
and awarded in Italy, the United Kingdom, 
Spain, Germany, France and China. In 
2012, she was invited by the Spanish 
producer Artes Escenica for the show "Os 
virtuosos - Gran Gala de la Danza". The 
show was a tribute to the greatest 
choreographer of the 20th century that 
was presented throughout Spain. Her show 
"I Am Son" - a production of Sanpapié 
2012 which was produced thanks to the 
project "Island in the net" financed by Eu - 
was selected for the "Contemporary Italian 
Dance Showcase" at the 2012 Dance 
Festival of Edinburgh - Dance Program 
Base and was the Italian show presented at 
the VI Olympic Theater in Beijing 2014. 
She currently teaches contemporary dance 
and physical theater at three dance 
academies in Milan. In 2014 and 2015 she 
worked as an interpreter and assistant with 
Mariann Kavalieratos, Jonah Boaker and 
Robert Wilson.

LARA GUIDETTI



 

DAVID PEREIRA BASTOS
Born in Lisbon, in 1978. Actors Training Course at 

the Theater and Cinema Superior School. As an 
actor he started at CITAC, in Coimbra, where he 
received training and / or was staged by Bruno 

Schiappa, Nuno Pino Custódio, João Grosso, Teresa 
Faria, Carlos Curto, among others. N 'O Teatrão - 

Theater for Children of Coimbra, has his first 
professional experience in O Rouxinol, staged by 
José Caldas, where he is an actor and musician of 
the scene. In Lisbon since 2001, she has worked 

under the direction of several directors in various 
theaters, such as the Casa Conveniente, the D. 

Maria II National Theater, the Bairro Alto Theater 
(Cornucopia Theater), Casa da Comédia, Teatro 

Maria Matos, Teatro S Luiz, Theater of the Trinity, 
Theater of the Commune, Culturgest, CCB, among 
others. Outside of Lisbon, in the Vila Flor Cultural 
Center and the Asa Factory in Guimarães, S. João 

and Rivoli National Theater - Porto Municipal 
Theater - Campo Alegre Theater. In digressions, he 

represented a bit all over the country and outside 
Portugal - in Spain, France, Italy, Scotland, 

Germany, Russia, Brazil, Angola. He represented 
works by Anton Tchèkhov, William Shakespeare, 

Bertolt Brecht, Thomas Bernard, Carlo Goldoni, 
Samuel Beckett, Georg Büchner, Sophocles, or 

contemporary Portuguese authors like Francisco 
Luís Parreira, Margarida Fonseca Santos, Luiz 

Fonseca or Diogo Freitas do Amaral, under the 
director of directors such as Jorge Andrade, Mónica 

Calle, João Garcia Miguel, Gonçalo Amorim, Ana 
Luena, Jorge Silva Melo, Ricardo Aibéo, José Peixoto, 

João Brites, Claudio Hochman, Jorge Fraga and 
represented mime, mask or physical theater under 
the direction of Filipe Crawford, Nuno Pino Custódio 
and Miguel Seabra. Actor training workshops with 
João Mota, voice with João Grosso, Mask Technique 
with Filipe Crawford and Nuno Pino Custódio and 
Butoh with Ko Murobushi. Sporadic participation in 
soap operas and television series. In cinema filmed 
with Pedro Pinho, Luís Filipe Rocha, João Salaviza, 
Manuel Pureza and João Constâncio and made 
locution for films of Francisco Villalobos and Tiago 
Hespanha / Luísa Homem. He staged in 2018 
Waiting for Godot at the National Theater D. Maria II 
in 2012 limelight, from texts of Beckett, 
Shakespeare, Tchèkhov, Peter Handke, Thomas 
Bernard, to TEUC (Coimbra), blood, from Titus 
Andronicus , by Shakespeare, at the Maria Matos 
Theater; for the Convenient House: in 2011, Titus: 
Blood Laboratory, from ANATOMY TITO FALL OF 
ROME - A Commentary on Shakespeare by Heiner 
Müller in 2009 - why are not you happy ?, from the 
Seagull of Tchèkhov and in 2007 "as only now fix", 
from Gaspar, Peter Handke. 3rd Degree of the 
National Conservatory of Music, in Piano. Diplôme 
Supérieur d'Études Françaises Modernes de 
l'Alliance Française de Paris. He attended the course 
of Modern Languages and Literatures, a variant of 
Portuguese and French Studies of the Faculty of 
Letters of the University of Coimbra. He practiced 
gymnastics, swimming, and basketball (federated) 
at the Association of Physical and Sports Education 
in Torres Vedras.



 

DUARTE MELO
He was born on 28 August 1996 in Lisbon. In the area of training as 

an actor he made the highlights during the laboratories with Sara 
Ribeiro, Tiago Vieira, João Fiadeiro, Sofia of Portugal and Monica 
Calle. He graduated Theater at the Superior School of Theater and 

Cinema in Lisbon. In his debut as a stage actor, he worked with the 
Experimental Theater of Cascais and recently acted on the stage of 
the D. Maria II National Theater in plays directed by Nuno Nunes, 
Ricardo Neves-Neves and São José Lapa. In the last year he begins 
to participate in television works and dubbings. In 2018 he acts in  

“Tio João” from João Garcia  Miguel, based on Uncle Vânia from 
Chekhov.



 

BEATRIZ GODINHO

She is born in Oporto in 1992. Very early she 
began her studies in classical Ballet with her 
teacher Fernanda Canossa - studies that she 

continued until her graduation at the Imperial 
Society of Teachers of Dance (ISTD). In 2010 
she completed the course for Interpretation 

at the Contemporary Academy of the 
Spectacle, where she received a prize 

awarded by the Ministry of Education as 
Finalist with Best Average of the Year in the 

A.C.E./ Professional School. She attended the 
Interpreting course at the Academy of the 

Science of Acting and Directing in London, 
England. From 2015 she is licensed by the 

Superior School of Theater and Cinema 
(degree in theater – actors). Since then she 

has been directed by Joana Providência, 
Isabelle Schad, Madalena Vitorino, Alice Joana 

Gonçalves, Carlos J. Pessoa, Maria João Luís, 
Carlos Pimenta, Miguel Moreira and Peter 

Kleinert, among others. She take part in films 
since 2014.



RITA COSTA
She has a degree in Theater and a Master's Degree in Actor Art from the 

University of Évora. During her professional carear has contacted with names 
such as Miguel Seabra, Cristina Carvalhal, João Grosso, Ana Tamen, Fernanda 

Lapa, Nicolau Antunes, Tiago Porteiro, Rui Baeta, Luísa Rodenas, Sofia Cabrita, 
Nuno Nabais , Philippel Gaullier, Luís Marrafa, António Pedro Lopes, Renato 

Ferracini, Jorge Parente, Alex Navarro, Caroline Dreams, Rodrigo Malvar, 
Jimena Cavalletti, among others. She teaches at the VITAE Social Center and 

Casa Pia de Lisboa - Maria Pia College - from 2012 to 2016. She has been 
working at Association Teatro Ibérico since 2012 and is currently Vice-

president of the Association. She is leading the Theater Group of the Maria Pia 
College - Casa Pia de Lisboa. In collaboration with João Garcia Miguel, in 

2018, she directed the play “Diário de Um Migrante” by Maria Inês Almeida 
and Ana Sofia Gonçalves. 

RUTE OSÓRIO DE CASTRO
She was born in Lisbon and as great lover of nature and Plastic Arts she began 

her professional career as an Educator for Art in 1999. At the same time, she 
has been developing a profound research work on the ancient mystical and 

oracular traditions focusing especially on the study of the divinatory arts and 
practices of the Sacred Feminine. She currently works as a plastic artist, 

costume designer, trainer and art therapist facilitating the process of 
empowerment and personal development of women through the "Uterus in 

Flower" Project, where she dynamize courses and sacred women's circles.

ROGER MADUREIRA
He was born in Lisbon on April 22, 1991. He began his artistic studies in 2006 

and studied Audiovisual / Cinema and Video Communication course at the 
Escola Secundária Artística António Arroio. In October, the same year, he 
began his degree in Theater, at the Superior School of Arts and Design of 

Caldas da Rainha. Hts formation in this school include names like João Garcia 
Miguel, Miguel Borges, Joana Craveiro, Bruno Bravo, Diogo Doria, Luís 

Madureira, among others. He was a trainee of Rogério Nuno Costa, with whom 
he made his acting debut in March 2012, with the show Residência Artística. 

In December 2012 he finishes his degree and in September of the same year, 
he begins to work steadily with the company First Symptoms (Lisbon), as 

technical director and executive producer. He was responsible for the light 
drawings of shows such as The Portrait of Dorian Gray, Cyrano de Bergerac 

(Best Show of the Year / TIME OUT '14), Salomé, he coordinated the Short Film 
Festival 2014, among others. In 2014 he worked as assistant of image and 

editor for the director Edgar Pêra, in the films Casados de Fresco and Lisbon 
Revisited. In 2015 he made the first show with the creator Rui Neto (A Cabeça 

Muda - Faro) and since then he collaborated with him in the areas of video, 
lighting design, set designing, acting and interpretation (Mechanical Monsters 

(2015/2016) (2015/2016), Huis Clos (2016), Catch My Soul (2017), Neptune 
(2017), Vålute (2018)). He was technical director of the Theater Carnide in the 

season of 2016/2017. He is currently technical director of Teatro Ibérico 
(Lisbon) and João Garcia Miguel Company.



CO-PRODUCTION | Companhia João Garcia Miguel | Teatro Ibérico | 
DGARTES | Governo de Portugal | Junta de Freguesia do Beato | IEFP

PARTNERS | Centro Cultural Vila Flor e Festivais Gil Vicente, 
Teatro Aveirense, Teatro-Cine de Torres Vedras, TM Porto

CONTACTS
João Garcia Miguel garcia@joaogarciamiguel.com
Georgina Pires georgina@joaogarciamiguel.com
Vesela Molovska vesela@joaogarciamiguel.com
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